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Abstract 14 

A reliable detector model is needed for Monte Carlo efficiency calibration. A LaBr3(Ce) 15 

detector model was optimized and verified using different radioactive sources (241Am, 133Ba, 16 

137Cs, 60Co and 152Eu) and geometries (point, extended and surface). PENELOPE and MCNP 17 

were used for Monte Carlo simulations. A good agreement was observed between simulated 18 

and experimental full energy peak efficiencies (FEPE) as their mean relative difference was 19 

2.84% ± 1.93% and 2.79% ± 1.99% for PENELOPE and MCNP simulation, respectively. The 20 

differences between simulated FEPEs of two Monte Carlo codes were negligible except for 21 

low energies (< 100 keV). 22 

Keywords: Monte Carlo, Lanthanum bromide, Gamma spectrometry, MCNP, PENELOPE  23 
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1. Introduction 24 

Gamma spectrometry is a well-known method of identifying and quantifying the gamma 25 

emitting radionuclides in a sample in laboratory conditions as well as in situ in the field. 26 

Gamma spectrometry in a controlled environment of a laboratory is the standard way of 27 

measuring the activities of radionuclides present in a sample. On the other hand, in situ 28 

measurements are preferred to characterize a wider area, especially to avoid the laborious 29 

process of collecting numerous samples which can be expensive and time-consuming as well 30 

as unrepresentative (IAEA, 2003; Miller and Shebell, 1993; Tyler, 2008). Different types of 31 

gamma detectors are available on the market for gamma spectrometry. Among those, a High-32 

Purity Germanium (HPGe) detector is preferred for its high energy resolution. However, a 33 

HPGe detector requires a cooling system, and a high-efficiency detector can be relatively 34 

expensive. Such limitation (cooling system or price) of a HPGe detector could limit its 35 

application for in situ measurements (Cinelli et al., 2016). On the other hand, inorganic 36 

scintillation detectors such as NaI, LaBr3(Ce) do not need a cooling system and require a 37 

relatively short counting time, thanks to their high detection efficiencies (Tain et al., 2015). 38 

However, they have some drawbacks as well, such as a lower energy resolution than their 39 

HPGe counterparts and a temperature dependency influencing the energy calibration.  40 

A Lanthanum Bromide scintillation (LaBr3(Ce)) detector has some improved properties such 41 

as higher energy resolution, larger intrinsic efficiency and faster scintillation time response in 42 

comparison to NaI(Tl) detectors (Van Loef et al., 2002). However, it has some limitations as 43 

well, such as its intrinsic activity due to the presence of the long-lived 138La and 227Ac 44 

radioisotope, and its relatively higher price compared to NaI(Tl) detectors because of its 45 

complicated manufacturing process (Knoll, 2010; Milbrath et al., 2007; Mouhti et al., 2018; 46 

Saizu and Cata-Danil, 2011). The intrinsic activity of a LaBr3(Ce) detector is a major 47 

limitation in the case of its use in environmental monitoring, especially for low activity 48 

samples when the count rate of the sample is low compared with the count rate from the 49 

internal activity of the detector. However, in such cases, it is often useful to subtract an 50 

energy-calibrated background spectrum from the measured spectra to get the counts of a low 51 

activity sample. On the other hand, a lightweight portable LaBr3(Ce) detector can be 52 

developed because of its high detection efficiency. Such a portable detector can be a preferred 53 

option for gamma spectrometry in a variety of cases, such as measurements in a borehole 54 

(Kastlander and Bargholtz, 2011; Wu and Tang, 2012), characterization of contaminated sites 55 

(Ji et al., 2019; Varley et al., 2017, 2015), in a marine environment (Zeng et al., 2017), for 56 
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various monitoring measurements in nuclear plants (Garnett et al., 2017; Urban and Vágner, 57 

2019) and unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) aviation radiation monitoring (Tang et al., 2016).  58 

The full energy peak efficiency (FEPE) for the energy of interest is required to calculate the 59 

activity concentration of radionuclides in a sample. The FEPE can be determined 60 

experimentally as well as mathematically. The experimental FEPE determination, known as 61 

efficiency calibration, requires the reference materials with known activities and identical 62 

geometries as the sample to be measured (Daza et al., 2001; Iurian and Cosma, 2014; Rizwan 63 

et al., 2015; Shizuma et al., 2016). It is expensive and challenging to do experimental 64 

calibrations as the source distribution and measurement conditions vary a lot, especially in the 65 

case of in situ measurements (Guerra et al., 2018; Mauring et al., 2018). An efficient 66 

alternative to the experimental calibration is the Monte Carlo simulations of the detector 67 

efficiency. 68 

Monte Carlo methods are often used to calibrate and analyze the efficiency of a radiation 69 

detector (Anil Kumar et al., 2009; Ciupek et al., 2014; Mouhti et al., 2018; Sahiner and Liu, 70 

2020; Su et al., 2011; Tain et al., 2015; Wu and Tang, 2012; Zeng et al., 2017). It can be used 71 

to calculate the detector efficiency for a wide variety of geometries and distributions of the 72 

radioactive sources which are difficult to do experimentally (Boson et al., 2009). Several 73 

computer codes can be used for Monte Carlo simulation such as MCNP6 (Goorley et al., 74 

2013), GEANT4 (Agostinelli et al., 2003), PENELOPE (Baró et al., 1995), FLUKA (Ferrari 75 

et al., 2005), EGS5 (Hirayama et al., 2005). These computer codes can simulate the radiation 76 

transport and interaction processes of photons and electrons in an arbitrary material (Jung et 77 

al., 2018; Ordóñez et al., 2019; Vidmar et al., 2008). There are also several commercial 78 

software available for numerical simulation of gamma detectors, such as LabSOCS (Bronson, 79 

2003), ISOCS (Canberra, 2017), ANGLE (Jovanovic et al., 2010), etc.  80 

A detector model used in Monte Carlo simulation should mimic the characteristics of the real 81 

detector to obtain reliable FEPEs. A reliable detector model can be obtained by optimizing its 82 

parameters based on measured efficiencies of calibrated standards in laboratory conditions, 83 

with which the computed efficiencies are compared. In laboratory conditions, the sources are 84 

always closer to the detector than in field measurements, making the model of the 85 

measurement setup, including the detector itself, more sensitive to the values of its 86 

parameters. The optimized detector model can then be validated by measuring additional 87 

standards that were not used in the optimization process. Such a procedure, if carried out 88 
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properly, can be expected to be reliable to yield a detector model suitable for efficiency 89 

computation of in situ measurement geometries. 90 

Anil Kumar et al. (2009) have obtained good agreement between experiments and Monte 91 

Carlo simulations using the GEANT4 code for the efficiency calibration of a 25.4 mm × 92 

25.4 mm cylindrical LaBr3(Ce) detector using calibrated point sources of 137Cs and 60Co. A 93 

50.8 mm × 50.8 mm LaBr3(Ce) detector model was validated using two different Monte Carlo 94 

codes, EGS5 by Casanovas et al. (2012) and MCNP by Mouhti et al. (2018). The simulated 95 

efficiencies vary by 10 to 20% between the two codes, depending on the gamma energies. 96 

Karfopoulos and Anagnostakis (2010) have analyzed the effect of various simulation 97 

parameters on the full energy peak efficiency determination of a HPGe detector. They 98 

recommended that simulation parameters (e.g., the energy bin width, the cut-off energy for 99 

photons and electrons, the photo-peak bin upper and lower limits) be carefully selected to get 100 

accurate results and to optimize the simulation speed. A wrong simulation parameter may lead 101 

to an unrealistic detector model. However, there could be some differences in the simulated 102 

results between different codes based on the photo-atomic database and electromagnetic 103 

physics models used by the simulation codes (Jung et al., 2018). 104 

The development of a detector model can be challenging in case of insufficient information 105 

about the detector crystal and its housing. In that case, unknown parameters of the detector 106 

can be optimized by comparing the Monte Carlo simulation and the experimental efficiency 107 

of the detector (Guerra et al., 2018, 2017; Murphy et al., 2020). As the simulated efficiency of 108 

a detector relies on many simulation parameters, it is prudent to validate the detector model 109 

using different Monte Carlo codes. Moreover, it is also necessary to validate the detector 110 

model using different types of sources such as point sources and extended sources, as well as 111 

for different energies. Hurtado and Villa (2010) found a higher discrepancy for extended 112 

sources than for point sources between the experimental and the simulated efficiency for a 113 

HPGe detector. 114 

In this study, we optimized and verified a LaBr3(Ce) detector model using point sources and 115 

extended sources. We used two different Monte Carlo codes, namely PENELOPE and 116 

MCNP. The ultimate objective is to use this verified model for in situ efficiency calibration. 117 

Therefore, an in situ measurement scenario was also created using surface sources. We 118 

compared the simulated efficiencies between the codes. 119 

2. Materials and methods 120 
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2.1. Experimental setup 121 

A 38.1 mm × 38.1 mm cylindrical LaBr3(Ce) detector (Model 38S38/1.5/HV) coupled with a 122 

photo-multiplier tube (PMT) (Model R9420), produced by Saint-Gobain (Saint-Gobain, 123 

2020), was used in this study. The resolution of the detector is ≤ 3.5% at 662 keV. Due to the 124 

internal contaminants (138La and 227Ac), several peaks can be observed in the background 125 

spectrum such as a peak at approximately 1468 keV due to the 1436 keV gamma-ray from 126 

138La with a coincident X-ray, and several peaks between 1850 and 3000 keV that are 127 

associated with the alpha decays from 227Ac. In addition, a broad feature can be found in the 128 

background spectrum at 750–1000 keV because of the 789 keV gamma-ray in coincidence 129 

with a beta particle (Milbrath et al., 2007). This internal contamination can be problematic for 130 

low counting applications of large LaBr3(Ce) detectors.  131 

An X-ray image of the detector shows its internal configuration (Figure 1). The SAM 940 132 

(BNC, 2007), a portable radio-isotope identification system, was used to operate the detector. 133 

A computational model of the detector was developed based on an X-ray image and a 134 

technical drawing obtained from the manufacturer. The computational detector model was 135 

further optimized based on the experimental FEPEs. Therefore, the first step was to get 136 

experimental FEPEs. Hence, certified point sources and extended sources were measured 137 

(Table 1). Those sources were prepared and certified by the Gamma-spectrometry Laboratory 138 

of the Belgian Nuclear Research Center (SCK CEN). Point sources of the radionuclides 139 

241Am, 137Cs, 152Eu and 60Co were used in this experiment. The point sources were in the 140 

center of a plastic disc of 1.5 cm diameter and 3 mm thickness. The point sources were 141 

measured at three different distances (0, 5 and 10 cm) from the top of the detector window 142 

and the side of the detector. Four extended sources were also used in this experiment. Those 143 

four extended sources were all water solutions (liquid) of the radionuclides 241Am, 133Ba, 137Cs 144 

and 60Co, respectively. The water solutions were poured into a High-Density Polyethylene 145 

(HDPE) container with an outer diameter of 6.16 cm, a wall thickness of 0.68 mm and a 146 

bottom thickness of 1.58 mm. The filling height of the water solution sources was 8.83 cm. 147 

During the measurements, the plastic container with the water solution was placed directly on 148 

top of the detector window. The live time of the measurement was preset to 900 seconds to 149 

keep the net peak area uncertainty low (≤1%). 150 
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 151 

Figure 1. X-ray image of the detector. (Unit: mm). 152 

Table 1. Characteristics of the radioactive sources used in this work. Uncertainties are presented 153 

as two times the standard deviation (k=2). 154 

Nuclide Activity (Bq) Type Measurement setup 

241Am 40268 ± 604 Point 0, 5 and 10 cm from the top and side 

of the detector window. 60Co 8816 ± 75  

137Cs 30175 ± 302  

152Eu 1491 ± 20  

    
241Am 8421 ± 198 Extended Water solution in HDPE container on 

top of the detector window. 60Co 7048 ± 328  

137Cs 3067 ± 94  

133Ba 3666 ± 113  

    
137Cs 219614 ± 1760 Surface The detector was 1 m above a 3.15 m × 

2.97 m surface source.  133Ba 92918 ± 726  

2.2. Calculation of experimental FEPEs  155 

The experimental FEPEs were calculated for the following photon energies (all given in 156 

keV): 59 (241Am), 121 (152Eu), 244 (152Eu), 344 (152Eu), 662 (137Cs), 1173 (60Co) and 1332 157 

(60Co) for point sources, and 59 (241Am), 81 (133Ba), 303 (133Ba), 356 (133Ba), 662 (137Cs), 158 
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1173 (60Co) and 1332 (60Co) for extended sources. The experimental FEPEs were calculated 159 

using equation (1), and their uncertainties (uFEPE) were determined using equation (2). In those 160 

equations, N stands for the net counts observed in the relevant full energy peak, A for the 161 

activity in Bq of the relevant radionuclide, Pγ for the corresponding probability of the gamma 162 

emission, t for the acquisition live time in seconds, Cs for the coincidence-summing correction 163 

factors. The uN, uA and up are the corresponding uncertainties of N, A and Pγ, respectively. The 164 

uncertainty on t and Cs was negligible compared to other uncertainties entering the equation, 165 

so it was not included in the calculation. Notations are according to Guerra et al. (2018). The 166 

values of Pγ and its uncertainties were obtained from the database of the Bureau International 167 

des Poids et Mesures (BIPM) (Bé et al., 2010, 2006). The factor Cs was calculated using 168 

EFFTRAN (Vidmar et al., 2011). 169 

 𝐹𝐸𝑃𝐸 =
𝑁

𝐴 ⋅ 𝑃𝛾 ⋅ 𝑡
⋅ 𝐶𝑠 (1) 

 170 

 𝑢𝐹𝐸𝑃𝐸 = 𝐹𝐸𝑃𝐸√(
𝑢𝑁

𝑁
)

2

+ (
𝑢𝐴

𝐴
)

2

+ (
𝑢𝑃𝛾

𝑃𝛾

)

2

 (2) 

 171 

The net counts (N) and standard deviation of net counts (uN) in the peak area were calculated 172 

using equation (3) and equation (4) (Gilmore, 2008): 173 

 𝑁 = ∑ 𝑁𝑖

𝑈

𝑖=𝐿

− 𝑛 ( ∑ 𝑁𝑖

𝐿−1

𝑖=𝐿−𝑚

+ ∑ 𝑁𝑖

𝑈+𝑚

𝑖=𝑈+1

) /2𝑚 (3) 

 174 

 𝑢𝑁 = √∑ 𝑁𝑖

𝑈

𝑖=𝐿

+ 𝑛2 ( ∑ 𝑁𝑖

𝐿−1

𝑖=𝐿−𝑚

+ ∑ 𝑁𝑖

𝑈+𝑚

𝑖=𝑈+1

) /4𝑚2 (4) 

 175 
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Here, Ni is the counts in the ith channel of the measured spectrum, and L and U are 176 

respectively the lower and the upper channel number of the peak region. By n, the number of 177 

channels within the peak region is designated, and m is the number of channels selected on 178 

each side of the peak region to estimate the background below the peak. The location and ROI 179 

of the peak were estimated using the MultiSpect Analysis software (MultiSpect, 2018) of 180 

Kromek Limited. 181 

2.3. Monte Carlo simulation 182 

2.3.1. Monte Carlo codes 183 

We used two different Monte Carlo codes in this study, namely PENELOPE (PENetration 184 

and Energy Loss Of Positrons and Electrons) (Salvat, 2019) and MCNP (Monte Carlo N-185 

Particle) (Goorley et al., 2013). Both codes simulate the transport of electrons and photons 186 

based on the Monte Carlo method. Users have control over the parameters of the 187 

computational model such as geometry, chemical composition and density of the materials. 188 

PENELOPE version-2018 (PENELOPE-2018) (Salvat, 2019) was used in this study. It 189 

consists of a set of subroutines written in FORTRAN. It simulates the coupled electron-190 

photon transport in any material for energies between 50 eV and 1 GeV. The photoelectric 191 

cross sections database of PENELOPE-2018 was calculated with the FORTRAN program 192 

PHOTACS by Sabbatucci and Salvat (2016). This program is based on the same theory used 193 

for the Evaluated Photon Data Library (EPDL) tables by Scofield (1973), but implements 194 

more accurate numerical algorithms (Salvat, 2019). The Penmain.f subroutine of PENELOPE 195 

was used for the simulation of the detector. This code requires the information contained in 196 

several input files such as the geometry file, material files, main input file which contains the 197 

source definition, the detector definition. 198 

MCNP6.1 (cloud version) was used in this study (Goorley et al., 2013). In MCNP, we used 199 

the default photo-atomic library-MCPLIB84 (White, 2012). This photo-atomic library 200 

contains information on photon interactions for elements from Z = 1 to 100 with energy as 201 

low as 1 keV (Goorley et al., 2013; Jung et al., 2018). The difference between the photo-202 

atomic database of MNCP and PENELOPE may lead to an imperfect match between the 203 

simulated efficiencies. 204 

2.3.2. Simulation parameters and FEPE calculation 205 
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Sources of mono-energetic photons were used to simulate the FEPE of a given sample-206 

detector configuration. Some of the well-known gamma lines of natural and artificial 207 

radionuclides were used in this study. These photon energies (in keV) and the emitting 208 

radionuclides (in parenthesis) are 59 (241Am), 81 (133Ba), 109 (235U), 121 (152Eu), 186 (235U), 209 

244 (152Eu), 303 (133Ba), 344 (152Eu), 356 (133Ba), 583 (208Tl), 662 (137Cs), 768 (214Bi), 911 210 

(228Ac), 1173 (60Co), 1332 (60Co), 1461 (40K), 1764 (214Bi) and 2614 (208Tl). In both codes, the 211 

cutoff energy for particle tracking was set to 1 keV for both electrons and photons, as the 212 

default photo-atomic library (MCPLIB84) in MCNP does not support a cutoff below 1 keV 213 

(Goorley et al., 2013). However, the latest versions 6.1 and 6.2 of MCNP give the possibility 214 

to specify a lower cutoff energy down to 1 eV using an updated photo-atomic library 215 

EPRDATA12 and the library EPRDATA14, respectively (Goorley et al., 2013; Werner et al., 216 

2017). For our study, using a 1 keV cutoff energy produced the required level of accuracy. 217 

The photon and electron mode (MODE P E) was used in MCNP which is a default setting in 218 

PENELOPE. The energy bin width was kept equal in both codes where 1000 bins were used, 219 

and the last bin referred to the energy equal to the maximum simulated source energy plus 10 220 

keV to avoid round-off effects. The density and chemical composition of different materials 221 

was kept the same in both codes. The details of the simulated materials are shown in Table 2. 222 

The geometry of all simulations was carefully checked, to ensure that the same dimensions 223 

were used in both codes. For point and extended source simulations, 108 primary particles 224 

were simulated to keep the statistical uncertainty below 0.5%. In MCNP, the pulse height tally 225 

(known as F8) was used to calculate the FEPE of the respective photon energy. In 226 

PENELOPE, the energy deposition type tally was used, and the FEPE was calculated using 227 

equation (5). 228 

 𝐹𝐸𝑃𝐸𝑃𝐸𝑁 = 𝑁𝑖 ⋅ 𝑊𝑏𝑖𝑛 (5) 

Here, Ni is the probability density of deposited energy per particle (1/(eV × particle)) of ith 229 

energy bin and Wbin is the energy bin width in eV. 230 

Table 2. Materials used in the simulation with their chemical composition and density. 231 

Material 

no. Material name Chemical composition Density (g cm-3) 

1 Air N(0.78) O(0.21) Ar(0.0046) 

C(0.00015)* 

0.001205 
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2 Detector Crystal LaBr3 5.08 

3 Photo Multiplier 

Tube 

SiO2 2.60 

4 PTFE Reflector (C2F4)n 2.20 

5 Aluminum Al 2.69 

6 High Density 

Polyethylene (HDPE) 

(CH2)n 0.94 

7 Water H2O 1.00 

* Weight fraction 232 

2.4. Detector model 233 

From the physical dimensions and the manufacturer’s information, the dimensions of the 234 

detector were estimated as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. The detector crystal is cylindrical 235 

with a 38.1 mm diameter and a 38.1 mm height. We do not have the exact information about 236 

the distance between the detector crystal and the aluminum window top of the detector. From 237 

the X-ray image, it can be estimated that this distance is between 1 and 3 mm. However, we 238 

know there is a 1 mm Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) reflector surrounding the crystal. 239 

Therefore, this distance should be at least 1 mm, and it was optimized using experimental 240 

FEPEs as described in section 2.5. The computational detector model is shown in Figure 2. 241 

The chemical composition and density of the materials used in the detector model are given in 242 

Table 2. The glass body of the photo-multiplier tube (PMT) was also included in the model. 243 

However, the electronics were not included in the model, and the effect of the PMT and the 244 

electronics on the efficiency is negligible for the sources located on the opposite side of the 245 

detector crystal (Mouhti et al., 2018, 2017). 246 
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 247 

Figure 2. Model of the detector used in the simulation (image not to scale). The colors represent 248 

different materials and the labels correspond to the material numbers of Table 2. (Unit: mm) 249 

2.5. Detector model optimization 250 

The gap between the detector crystal and the top aluminum window was optimized using the 251 

experimental FEPE of the point sources placed on top of the aluminum window. Other 252 

parameters of the detector model, such as the diameter and length of the crystal, were kept as 253 

read out from the manufacturer’s specifications and the X-ray image. This approach is 254 

justified by the satisfactory agreement between the measured and calculated FEPEs, but also 255 

by the fact that machining the crystals is generally a very accurate operation. 256 

Point sources were preferred for the measurements because this type of sources can be 257 

positioned close to the detector, and the related FEPEs are therefore more sensitive to the size 258 

of the air gap compared to extended sources. In addition, the uncertainty due to source 259 

positioning could be avoided. Four experimental FEPEs were used in this optimization 260 

process. These FEPEs were obtained from the point sources of 59 keV of 241Am, 662 keV of 261 

137Cs, 1173 and 1332 keV of 60Co. As we used a 60Co source in this optimization process, we 262 

needed to determine the corresponding coincidence summing correction factors to calculate 263 

the experimental FEPEs. The calculation of coincidence summing correction factors is 264 

described in section 2.6. For the optimization of the detector model, PENELOPE was used 265 

since we have limited access to the MCNP cloud version for the automation of the 266 

optimization process. 267 

The objective function to be minimized is the sum of the quadratic relative differences 268 

between the FEPEs calculated by simulation, and the set of experimental FEPEs, and is given 269 

by equation (6) (Guerra et al., 2015): 270 
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 𝑓𝑜𝑝𝑡(𝑥) = ∑ (
𝐹𝐸𝑃𝐸𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑(𝐸𝑖 , 𝑥) − 𝐹𝐸𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙(𝐸𝑖)

𝐹𝐸𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙(𝐸𝑖)
)

2𝑖=𝑛

𝑖=1

 (6) 

 271 

Where n is the number of different FEPEs, Ei is the energy of ith FEPE, FEPECalculated(Ei,x) is 272 

the calculated efficiency from simulation corresponding to the parameter set x of the detector 273 

model and energy Ei, and FEPEExperimental(Ei) is the experimental FEPE for a photo-peak with 274 

energy Ei. 275 

A Python (Python, 2020; Van Rossum and Drake, 2011) script was written for this 276 

optimization process. The script generates geometry files using the parameter values provided 277 

by the minimization function. Then, PENELOPE simulations were run for the above-278 

mentioned four sources, and the FEPEs were calculated. The value of the objective function 279 

was calculated using equation (6). The optimization function evaluates the value of the 280 

objective function, and either provides new parameter values for the next iteration or 281 

terminates the calculation if the optimum result is obtained. The “scipy.optimize.fmin” is an 282 

optimization function from the SciPy library (Virtanen et al., 2020) that we used to minimize 283 

the objective function. This minimization function uses the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm 284 

(Nelder and Mead, 1965) to find the minimum of a function of one or more variables. During 285 

the optimization, the simulation times for each run were typically 15 minutes for the 59 keV 286 

and 662 keV sources and 25 minutes for the 1173 keV and 1332 keV gamma lines. 287 

2.6.   Coincidence summing correction factors 288 

The value of coincidence summing correction factor (Cs) of the 1173 and 1332 keV photon 289 

energies emitted in the decay of 60Co were calculated via the EFFTRAN code (Vidmar et al., 290 

2011). This factor depends on different parameters of the detector and source. During the 291 

optimization process, we optimized only one parameter of the detector, the distance between 292 

the crystal and the window, and we needed a model to calculate the Cs as a function of this 293 

distance. Hence, the Cs of the 1173 and 1332 keV gamma lines of 60Co for different air gaps 294 

from 1 mm to 3 mm was calculated from EFFTRAN (Vidmar et al., 2011). From these data, 295 

two different linear models were constructed for 1173 and 1332 keV photon energies as 296 

shown in Figure 3. These linear models were used in the optimization process to calculate the 297 

coincidence summing correction factors for the different air gaps. 298 
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 299 

Figure 3. Coincidence summing correction factors for 60Co as a function of the distance between 300 

the detector crystal and the window. 301 

2.7. Validation of the detector model 302 

The optimized detector model was verified using geometries and sources different from those 303 

used in the optimization process. The experimental setup of both point sources and extended 304 

sources at different distances from the detector window were simulated separately using 305 

PENELOPE and MCNP. An illustration of the geometry used in the simulation of point 306 

sources and an extended source is shown in Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b), respectively. The 307 

dimensions of these sources are given in section 2.1. In the case of an extended source, the 308 

points of origin of the emitted gamma rays were assumed to be uniformly distributed over the 309 

source volume. 310 
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 311 

Figure 4. Illustration of the geometry used in the simulation of (a) point sources at 0, 5 and 10 312 

cm from the top and side of the detector window and (b) an extended source on top of the 313 

detector window (images not to scale). The colors represent different materials, and the 314 

numbers correspond to the material numbers in Table 2. (Unit: mm). 315 

The calculated FEPEs were compared with experimental FEPEs to evaluate the performance 316 

of the detector model. The evaluation of the model performance was carried out based on the 317 

ratio between calculated and experimental FEPEs (equation (7)) and the zeta-score (equation 318 

(8)), also known as the u-test (Guerra et al., 2018). The percentage of relative difference (RD) 319 

between the FEPE of PENELOPE (FEPEPENELOPE) and MCNP (FEPEMCNP) was calculated 320 

using equation (9).  321 

 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝐹𝐸𝑃𝐸𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝐹𝐸𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙

 (7) 

 322 

 
zeta score =

|𝐹𝐸𝑃𝐸𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝐹𝐸𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙|

√𝑢𝐹𝐸𝑃𝐸𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

2 + 𝑢𝐹𝐸𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙

2

 
(8) 

 323 
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 𝑅𝐷 =
|𝐹𝐸𝑃𝐸𝑃𝐸𝑁𝐸𝐿𝑂𝑃𝐸 − 𝐹𝐸𝑃𝐸𝑀𝐶𝑁𝑃|

(
𝐹𝐸𝑃𝐸𝑃𝐸𝑁𝐸𝐿𝑂𝑃𝐸 + 𝐹𝐸𝑃𝐸𝑀𝐶𝑁𝑃

2
)

× 100 
(9) 

 324 

2.8. Detector model validation for an in situ scenario  325 

Detector’s performance was also evaluated for surface sources, which is similar to an in situ 326 

measurement setup one would encounter in the field. Usually, in an in situ measurement, a 327 

detector is kept 1 m above the contaminated field. In such a setup, the effective source volume 328 

in the simulation can be modeled as a cylindrical slab varying in diameter from a few meters 329 

to hundreds of meters, and in depth from a few centimeters to a few meters, depending on the 330 

photon energy and density of the soil (Androulakaki et al., 2016; Chirosca et al., 2013; 331 

Rostron et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015). The effective volume is the minimum volume for 332 

which the volumetric detection efficiency reaches a plateau. In this experiment, a 9.36 m2 333 

(3.15 m × 2.97 m) surface area source (Table 1) was used with a detector placed in the middle 334 

at 1 m above it. The surface source was a combination of 133Ba and 137Cs radionuclides 335 

uniformly distributed over 25 pads. These radioactive source pads were spread over a 336 

concrete slab. Figure 5(a) shows the setup used in this experiment, and the geometry used in 337 

the simulation is shown in Figure 5(b). The experimental FEPEs were obtained for the 356 338 

(133Ba) and 662 (137Cs) keV photon energy. The peak area of the low photon energy (81 keV 339 

of 133Ba) was not significant, and therefore, experimental FEPEs of low energy were not 340 

included in the analysis. The photon energies used in the simulation were 59 (241Am), 81 341 

(133Ba), 109 (235U), 121 (152Eu), 186 (235U), 244 (152Eu), 303 (133Ba), 344 (152Eu), 356 (133Ba), 342 

583 (208Tl), 662 (137Cs), 768 (214Bi), 911 (228Ac), 1173 (60Co), 1332 (60Co), 1461 (40K), 1764 343 

(214Bi) and 2614 (208Tl) keV. The density of the concrete was 2.4 g cm-3. The atoms per 344 

molecule of the different elements in the simulated concrete slab were H-0.169, C-0.00142, 345 

O-0.56252, Na-0.01184, Mg-0.0014, Al-0.02135, Si-0.20411, K-0.00566, Ca-0.01867 and 346 

Fe-0.00426. The activity was assumed to be uniformly distributed on the surface of the slab, 347 

and 109 particles were simulated to achieve the desired statistical uncertainty (< 0.5 %) of the 348 

computed FEPEs. 349 
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 350 

Figure 5. Illustration of the setup used for representing an in situ scenario: (a) experimental, 351 

and (b) geometry used in the simulation. 352 

3. Results and Discussion 353 

3.1. Optimized detector model 354 

The result of the optimization is shown in Figure 6. The optimum solution was obtained after 355 

13 iterations. The minimum value of the objective function was 0.0032 (red points in Figure 356 

6). The optimum detector model was obtained for a distance of 1.9 mm between the detector 357 

crystal and aluminum window (including a 1 mm reflector). The value of the objective 358 

function increased approximately by a factor of 10 for each 1 mm change of distance from the 359 

optimum value. This indicates that the detector model is highly sensitive to the optimized 360 

parameter for point sources close to the detector. 361 
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 362 
Figure 6. Value of the objective function (𝑓𝑜𝑝𝑡) for different distances between the detector 363 

crystal and the aluminum window. The red point is the optimal solution. 364 

A comparison between the experimental FEPEs used in the optimization and the simulated 365 

FEPEs of PENELOPE and MCNP using the optimal model is shown in Figure 7. A good 366 

agreement between experimental and simulated FEPEs was obtained with both codes. The 367 

highest discrepancy of 5% and 6% in PENELOPE and MCNP, respectively, was obtained for 368 

59 keV photon energy. However, all zeta scores were below 2.58 (Figure 8 (1)), which means 369 

that the experimental and simulated FEPEs did not differ significantly from each other 370 

(Shakhashiro et al., 2008). Still, there was an overestimation of the FEPE especially for low 371 

energy photons (59 keV). For a LaBr3(Ce) detector some other studies also found a larger 372 

discrepancy of 13.34% (Mouhti et al., 2018) and 5.54% (Salgado et al., 2012) for the 59 keV 373 

photon energy of an 241Am source. The process of self-absorption of low energy within the 374 

source could explain this discrepancy for the low energy. 375 

The simulated FEPE curve obtained from the PENELOPE and MCNP simulations is shown 376 

in Figure 7(a) along with their relative difference (Figure 7(c)) for the point sources 377 

positioned directly on the detector window. The experimental FEPEs are also plotted in this 378 

figure (Figure 7(a)). It was observed that the uncertainty range (k=2) of experimental FEPEs 379 

covered the simulated FEPEs in most of the cases. In addition, a good agreement between 380 

PENELOPE and MCNP was observed with a mean relative difference of 0.51%. The relative 381 

difference between the two codes increased with decreasing energy, particularly below 100 382 

keV (Figure 7(c)). This difference can be caused by the differences in the photo-atomic 383 

databases and/or electromagnetic physics models used in the respective codes. Overall, a good 384 
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agreement was observed between experimental and simulated FEPEs, as well as between the 385 

codes themselves, which indicates that the detector model was well constructed and 386 

optimized. 387 

 388 

Figure 7. (a) Experimental and simulated FEPEs from PENELOPE and MCNP, (b) ratio of 389 

experimental and simulated FEPEs, and (c) relative difference (RD) between the FEPEs from 390 

PENELOPE and MCNP for point sources located on the top (0 cm) of the detector window. 391 
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 392 

Figure 8. Zeta scores of different experimental setups.  393 

3.2. Detector model validation 394 

A comparison between the experimental and the simulated FEPEs obtained using the optimal 395 

model for different radioactive source geometries is given in this section.  396 

3.2.1. Sources on the top of the detector window 397 

The optimized detector model was validated with extended sources and point sources 398 

positioned at 5 and 10 cm from the top of the detector window. The simulated FEPE curve 399 

obtained from both codes and their relative difference for point sources at 5 cm and 10 cm and 400 

the extended sources are shown in Figure 9, Figure 10 and Figure 11, respectively. In these 401 

figures, the corresponding experimental FEPEs are plotted with their uncertainty (k=2). The 402 

efficiency curves shown in the figures have similar shapes with maximum efficiency at about 403 

100 keV, and then efficiency decreased exponentially with increasing energy. It was observed 404 

that the expanded uncertainty of the experimental FEPEs covered the simulated FEPEs in all 405 

cases (Figure 9, Figure 10 and Figure 11). The mean relative difference between PENELOPE 406 

and experimental FEPEs was about 3.03% with a standard deviation of 1.62%. In the case of 407 

MCNP, the mean relative difference was about 3.04% with a standard deviation of 1.79%. In 408 
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addition, the zeta scores of both codes were well below the critical limit of 2.58 in all cases. A 409 

result with a zeta score of less than 2.58 is considered acceptable (Shakhashiro et al., 2008). 410 

Moreover, only the statistical uncertainty (< 0.5%) from the simulation was considered as the 411 

uncertainty in the simulated FEPEs in the zeta score calculation. Considering the simulated 412 

FEPE uncertainty due to the uncertainty in the source-to-detector distance and the uncertainty 413 

on the material composition and density of the sample will reduce the zeta score. Overall, the 414 

results demonstrate that the optimized detector model can reliably be used to calculate the 415 

FEPEs in other geometries than the one used in the optimization process. 416 

The mean relative difference between the two codes was 0.43% and 0.55% for point sources 417 

at 5 cm and 10 cm distance, respectively. A similar level of difference (0.57%) between the 418 

two codes was observed in the case of an extended source. Vidmar et al. (2008) found about 419 

10% differences between different codes for lower photon energy (45 keV). 420 

 421 

Figure 9. (a) Experimental and simulated FEPEs from PENELOPE and MCNP, (b) ratio of 422 

experimental and simulated FEPEs, and (c) relative difference (RD) between the FEPEs from 423 

PENELOPE and MCNP for point sources at 5 cm from the top of the detector window. 424 
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 425 

Figure 10. (a) Experimental and simulated FEPEs from PENELOPE and MCNP, (b) ratio of 426 

experimental and simulated FEPEs, and (c) relative difference (RD) between the FEPEs from 427 

PENELOPE and MCNP for point sources at 10 cm from the top of the detector window. 428 
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 429 

Figure 11. (a) Experimental and simulated FEPEs from PENELOPE and MCNP, (b) ratio of 430 

experimental and simulated FEPEs, and (c) relative difference (RD) between the FEPEs from 431 

PENELOPE and MCNP for extended sources. 432 

3.2.2. Sources on the side of the detector housing 433 

The simulated and experimental FEPEs for point sources at 0, 5 and 10 cm from the side of 434 

the detector housing are shown in Figure 12, Figure 13 and Figure 14, respectively. It was 435 

observed that the expanded uncertainty of experimental FEPEs covered simulated FEPEs in 436 

all but one cases. The experimental FEPE for 59 keV photon energy at 10 cm distance was 437 

11% higher than the simulated one (Figure 14 (b)). This overestimation of experimental FEPE 438 

can be due to the error in positioning the source and the high background in the peak area. 439 

Most of the zeta scores were also within the acceptable limit (panel (5), (6) and (7) in Figure 440 

8). The relative difference between the FEPEs from the two codes was in most cases less than 441 

1% (Figure 12(c), Figure 13(c) and Figure 14(c)). Overall, for point sources at the side of the 442 

detector, the simulated FEPEs were also in good agreement with experimental FEPEs as their 443 

mean relative difference was less than 5% in both Penelope (2.83%± 2.25%) and MCNP 444 

(2.70%± 2.23%). 445 
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 446 

Figure 12. (a) Experimental and simulated FEPEs from PENELOPE and MCNP, (b) ratio of 447 

experimental and simulated FEPEs, and (c) relative difference (RD) between the FEPEs from 448 

PENELOPE and MCNP for point sources located on the side (0 cm) of the detector housing. 449 
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 450 

Figure 13. (a) Experimental and simulated FEPEs from PENELOPE and MCNP, (b) ratio of 451 

experimental and simulated FEPEs, and (c) relative difference (RD) between the FEPEs from 452 

PENELOPE and MCNP for point sources at 5 cm from the side of the detector housing. 453 
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 454 

Figure 14. (a) Experimental and simulated FEPEs from PENELOPE and MCNP, (b) ratio of 455 

experimental and simulated FEPEs, and (c) relative difference (RD) between the FEPEs from 456 

PENELOPE and MCNP for point sources at 10 cm from the side of the detector housing. 457 

3.2.3. In situ scenario  458 

The simulated FEPEs for different photon energies for a surface source on a concrete slab (in 459 

situ setup) were also calculated separately using PENELOPE and MCNP. The simulated and 460 

experimental FEPEs, their ratio and the relative difference between the PENELOPE and 461 

MCNP values are shown in Figure 15 (a), (b) and (c), respectively. The expanded uncertainty 462 

of two experimental FEPEs (356 and 661 keV) covered the simulated FEPEs (Figure 15 (a) 463 

and (b)), and the zeta scores were within the acceptable limit (panel (8) in Figure 8). The 464 

simulated FEPEs increased with energy up to about 100 keV and then decreased 465 

exponentially in both codes (Figure 15 (a)). In all the cases, the differences were less than 5% 466 

between PENELOPE and MCNP simulations. Overall, a good agreement was observed 467 

between the experimental and simulated FEPEs for an in situ setup, and the detector model 468 

can reliably be used to calculate the FEPEs for such setup. Boson et al. (2009) also concluded 469 

that the Monte Carlo approach is suitable for geometries that are difficult to handle by the 470 

semi-empirical calibration means.     471 
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 472 

Figure 15. (a) Experimental and simulated FEPEs from PENELOPE and MCNP, (b) ratio of 473 

experimental and simulated FEPEs, and (c) relative difference (RD) between the FEPEs from 474 

PENELOPE and MCNP for an in situ measurement scenario. 475 

4. Conclusion 476 

In this study, we optimized and verified a LaBr3(Ce) scintillation detector model using 477 

different types of sources and two different Monte Carlo simulation codes. The detector 478 

model was optimized based on experimental point-source FEPEs. The optimized model was 479 

then validated using different point, extended and surface sources, where the calculated 480 

FEPEs were estimated from Monte Carlo simulations using the PENELOPE and the MCNP 481 

codes. During both the optimization and the validation process, good agreement between 482 

calculated and experimental FEPEs was obtained. The mean relative difference between 483 

simulated and experimental FEPEs was 2.84% ± 1.93% and 2.79% ± 1.99% for PENELOPE 484 

and MCNP simulation, respectively. The largest difference of 11% was observed for 59 keV 485 

gamma photons of an 241Am point source at 10 cm from the side of the detector housing. This 486 

difference, observed only at low energies, can be due to the self-attenuation process within the 487 

source. During validation, in 99% of the cases, the zeta scores were less than 2.58 which is 488 
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considered acceptable (Shakhashiro et al., 2008). In most of the comparisons, both codes 489 

produced similar results (RD <1%). However, in the case of low energies (< 100 keV) and a 490 

large-surface source, there was a relatively larger difference between the two codes. The 491 

likely cause of this difference between the two codes is the difference in the electromagnetic 492 

physics models of the codes. Finally, we conclude that the detector model has been well 493 

characterized, and it can be used for efficiency calibration for an in situ scenario. However, it 494 

was only validated for photon energies of 356 and 661 keV for an in situ setup. Therefore, it 495 

should be further validated using multiple sources with different energies similar to a real in 496 

situ measurement in the field. 497 
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